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ABSTRACT
Alevi-Sunni relations in Turkey are the result of a relational process constructed
from contributions of each side rather than each groups’ perceptions of the
other. Boundaries between Alevis and Sunnis in Turkey have been
constructed relationally with the contributions of many complicated socio-
political factors. This article aims to answer the question of what the
symbolic boundaries between the two groups are, seeking to understand
how Sunnis perceive Alevis. This aim will cast light on the nature of the two
groups’ relations, help us recognize forms of Alevism and Sunnism specific to
Turkey, and advance existing literature on the issue. This paper’s findings are
based on ninety semi-structured and two focus group interviews with Sunnis
living in Istanbul. Results show that the concept of ‘two-dimensional
symbolic boundary,’ which runs along dimensions of not-knowing and not-
accepting, is the answer to the question of how Sunnis perceive Alevis. The
main components of these dimensions are perceptions, which seem to relate
to the interpretations of group norms and values. This study, as a group-
based analysis, reveals that perceived group norms – whether religious,
cultural, social, or political – determine the perceptions of Sunnis towards
Alevis and create dimensions of the boundary between the two groups.
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Introduction

In 1966, the first issue of the journal Cem1 included a quotation from the
prophet Ali that ‘people are enemies of people they do not know,’ underlin-
ing an important aspect of Alevi-Sunni relations in Turkey. The quotation
suggests that while Alevis and Sunnis may live together, psychological and
sociological barriers continue to separate them. The argument that Alevis
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face assimilation or exclusion complements arguments that Sunnis do not
know Alevis very well or that there is no problem between the two groups.
From the Alevis’ standpoint, the main source of their problematic relation-
ship is the fact that both Sunnis and the Turkish state treat them unfairly.
They refer to the idea that being an Alevi in Turkey at minimum involves
uncomfortable differences from Sunnis in terms of culture, religion, and
politics, all of which is embedded into everyday Alevi discourse as a critical
component of their present-day identity. Contrary to that, the idea that being
an Alevi in Turkey does not involve any differences and tensions is the most
potent component of everyday Sunni discourse. Sunnis often use kinship
terms to refer to Alevi-Sunni relations, ignoring all differences and tensions
between the two groups.

This study aims to answer the question of how Sunnis perceive Alevis and
reveal the components of symbolic boundaries between the two groups. For
this goal, ninety semi-structured in-depth interviews and two focus group
discussions with twenty people were conducted throughout September and
October 2015 in Istanbul, Turkey. Istanbul, as a multicultural city, is rela-
tively representative of Turkey in terms of the demographic characteristics
of its residents. Semi-structured interviews included twenty questions,
which were mainly about relations between the two groups and ideas
about Alevis/Alevism. Each interview lasted between one to one and a half
hours. The sampling method chosen was snowballing, with several
different starting points to get a diversity of perceptions. The primary criteria
for the selection of the interviewees were knowledge of the interviewees
regarding Alevis and relationships between Alevis and Sunnis. A content
analysis method was used to analyze the data, which allows researchers to
understand how interviewees perceive the other group and what terms are
used to perceive in understanding past events and today’s experiences. The
data was classified into main categories: ‘suspicious’ (şüpheli), ‘secret’
(gizli), ‘hereditary’ (kalıtsal), ‘antagonistic’ (çatışmacı), ‘ignorant’ (cahil),
‘heretic’ (sapkın), and ‘undifferentiated’ (farklı olmayan). From these distinc-
tions, the concept of two-dimensional symbolic boundary, not-known and not-
accepted, is formulated. Classifications were formed by merging similar or
related themes that were not independent of questions, as many themes
were cross-cutting across the questions and answers.

This research places particular importance on the value of taking an inter-
disciplinary approach, explicitly using concepts from sociology, psychology,
and social psychology to understand the complicated nature of boundaries
between groups. This insight is also based on the idea that the complex
impact of psychological, social psychological and sociological components
has created the main perceptions mentioned above. The author hopes that
the concepts proposed in this article will both fill an academic gap and con-
tribute to future studies on Alevi-Sunni relations in Turkey.
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Symbolic boundaries

It is one of the oldest assumptions of the humanities that human needs, inter-
ests, and motivations shape the relationships between people. Many schools
of thought start their argumentation from the point of human needs and
motivations and state that as human beings try to satisfy their needs, there
will inevitably be tensions or maybe conflicts among different groups.
What is relatively new in some thinking is that social needs are deemed
part of the material needs, and no distinction is made between needs,
whether they are social or material. Social identity theories define a group
as three or more people explaining themselves in terms of their shared col-
lective characteristics, differentiated from others.2 The group narrative is an
important factor in this definition, although the narrative carries power
because it is often unconsciously picked up by group members. When
more than one person refers to the same events to explain their past, their
voices evoke memories from the group to which they belong. Traditions,
stories, and narratives reside in the memory of individuals and connect
the members of the group.3 An ideal combination of rationality and identity
theories leads us to understand roles of different kinds of identities to define
interests. The symbolic boundary is an important concept that reveals not
only the needs of attachment to a group (identity), but also the interests of
groups in competition for resources.

In the last three decades, the concept of boundary has become crucial to
analyzing group relations in sociology, social psychology, anthropology, and
political science. Boundaries have both social and symbolic dimensions as
inter-related, through which people are separated into groups.4 Established
boundaries (ethnic, religious or national) that mainly depend on contextual
factors, such as cultural and political narratives, help people to create their
social order in which they construct their relations. Thus, people tend to
diminish intra-group differences and exaggerate the inter-group dissimilari-
ties.5 Symbolic boundaries are used both to keep and normalize social
boundaries by the use of cultural distinctions and to reframe existing
social boundaries.6 Thus, the boundary literature attempts to clarify the
reasons of certain symbolic boundaries used by majorities. With these
boundaries, groups create power relations by which exclusion and inclusion
mechanism can be constructed. While some groups are excluded and some
others included, in this manner symbolic boundaries are policed, which
exposes crucial interests of majority groups.7 Privileged groups may
attempt to keep their status, while social boundaries are principally institu-
tionalized. Therefore, symbolic boundaries, which are accepted as equally
real to define exclusion and inclusion mechanism and are constructed as
relational, increase group self-esteem through favorable comparison with
other groups.8 The perspective of symbolic boundary gives us both clues
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about how multiple interpretations of relations between groups are con-
structed and how they justify social policies towards groups.

Alevis as a Sunni out-group: from rural to urban, from past to
present

The controversial nature of Alevi-Sunni relations dates back to the Kizil-
bashs, ancestors of the modern Alevis, who had little contact with Sunnis
or with officials of the Ottoman Empire in the fifteenth and sixteenth
century.9 As they gradually became increasingly isolated from Sunni
society, Kizilbash-Alevi identity turned into a semi-ethnic entity.10 Almost
all Alevis used to live in closed groups in Anatolian villages, meaning they
had little social, economic or political contact with Sunnis until the
1960s.11 While Alevis did have contact with the Ottoman or Republican gov-
ernments and developed a complicated relationship with them, ‘they never
felt quite part of them.’12

Alevis are an extremely fragmented group, not only in terms of their reli-
gious and cultural practices but also their positioning vis-à-vis Sunni Islam.13

Differences between Alevi and Sunni religious and cultural rituals and prac-
tices are at the basis of separation between the two groups in Anatolian vil-
lages.14 Some rumors have spread throughout Anatolia about Alevi culture,
to the extent that Sunnis who lived far from Alevi villages would plan their
journeys so as not to encounter any Alevi people who dressed differently.
One interviewee within the scope of this study, a 60-year-old female
retired teacher, said, ‘Sıraç15 Alevis wear three skirts and have something
on their heads. When I was a child, teachers appointed to those villages
were depressed. I learned many years later that these people were
Yuruk16,’ underlining the perceived distance between the two groups.
These misunderstandings and fear are referred to as having led to a
number of tragic incidents, which have had crucial implications for inter-
group relations. One interviewee, a 50-year-old female chemist, said, ‘a villa-
ger woman told me that they supposed that Alevis were different, as creatures
with horns. When they saw them, they realized that Alevis were just like
humans.’ Some descriptions of Alevis, such as ‘villagers in villages without
a mosque’ and ‘people who only bathe in the morning,’ and some instruc-
tions such as ‘you should not trade with them’ and ‘you should not eat
their food,’ are still being used in some Anatolian villages to refer to symbolic
boundaries between the two groups.

The migration of different ethnic groups from rural to urban areas since
the 1960s in Turkey has brought Alevi-Sunni relations to a crossroads. When
Sunnis in modern cities started to confront and live together with their Alevi
neighbors, they realized that so many components of what they had heard
about Alevis were just rumors. They have started to reject their ancestors’
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ideas of Alevis as unknown, dirty, or degenerate and replaced them with per-
ceptions based on their new everyday life experiences, following the general
tendency of other ethnic groups. One interviewee, a 33-year-old male
worker, said, ‘Young people don’t pay attention to their fathers’ advice
about relations with others, but today there are new types of perceptions,’
demonstrating both rehabilitated and changed intergroup relations.

Although rural-to-urban migration since the 1960s has improved
relations between the two groups in urban settings, strict psychological
and sociological barriers between them have partly remained. Relations
between the two groups have been damaged by a variety of causes in a
short space of time.17 Alevis have faced social changes in modern cities,
which have played a crucial role in changing Alevi-Sunni relations. They
lost their traditional networks and institutions, instead predominantly parti-
cipating in leftist organizations in modern cities, through which they have
gained robust new social networks.18 However, when young Alevis joined
leftist and Kurdish nationalist groups, prejudices about them became
much more apparent. In the political context of this period, they were con-
sidered a threat to the political and social order.19

In the late 1980s, Alevi identity emerged and defined itself mainly in reli-
gious and cultural terms. From the early 1990s, Alevi activists have created a
strict border between Alevism and Sunni Islam and started calling for Alevi
Revivalism.20 Since that time, debates about Alevism, particularly with the
announcement of the Hamburg Declaration of Alevism,21 have remained
prominent. During this period, Alevis started theoretical debates about
their religious and cultural values, at a time when there were many
definitions of Alevism discussed in media channels. With the politicization
of Alevism, Sunnis were confronted with new controversial ideas and with
their Alevi neighbors at the same time. Moreover, Alevis have regularly
been mentioned in European Union accession document protocols, which
demonstrates that they have been part of a new broader political landscape
for the last twenty years. Since this time, the increasingly political voice of
Alevism has been heard more frequently, which has affected Alevi relations
with both Sunnis and the Turkish State. Sunnis who do not know Alevis have
started to be affected by negative political images of Alevi people created by
the media. These images have fed the perception that Alevism is in opposi-
tion to the Turkish state, leading Sunnis to question ‘why cemevis22 remind
me of terrorist funerals,’ ‘why they somehow appear in all political struggles,’
and ‘why their voices are heard so much.’ Subsequently, media channels and
publications have played an essential role in the formation of negatively poli-
ticized images of Alevis and new symbolic boundaries between the two
groups in Turkey.
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Perceptions: components of A two-dimensional symbolic
boundary

This study has classified seven main perceptions that Sunnis hold of Alevis:
suspicious, secret, hereditary, antagonistic, ignorant, heretic, and undifferen-
tiated. These perceptions lead to the concept of the two-dimensional bound-
ary to understand Sunnis’ perceptions of Alevis. While the first three
perceptions – suspicious, secret, and hereditary – refer to the dimension of
‘not-known Alevis,’ the second three – antagonistic, ignorant, and heretic –
refer to the dimension of ‘not-accepted Alevis.’ When Sunnis do not have
contact with Alevis in their everyday lives, negative rumors tend to lead
them to view Alevis as unknown. When Sunnis have close contact with
Alevis, the perception of undifferentiated Alevis emerges, replacing the
stereotypes that predominated during times when their relations were
distant.

The perception of suspicious belongs to hesitant Sunnis who underline not
only cultural differences but also similarities between the two groups at the
same time. Many interviewees share the idea that Alevis may isolate them-
selves consciously because of their cultural differences, and if young
Sunnis do not become aware of cultural differences between themselves
and Alevis, they will lose their authentic culture. One interviewee, 38-year-
old female hairdresser, stated that ‘I would be worried if my son married
an Alevi girl. My mother-in-law used to think that, so I may have been
influenced by her.’ She thinks that marrying an Alevi can break down cul-
tural boundaries between the two groups. Many interviewees described
Alevis as ‘always living in ghettos,’ while one interviewee, a 62-year-old
female retired government official, went so far as to say, ‘I have not had
contact with an Alevi. If I had, I would not recognize them because they gen-
erally tend to camouflage themselves.’ It is believed that Alevis are mostly
reluctant to talk about their cultural or group characteristics, as a conse-
quence of the specific internal mechanism of Alevism. This mechanism
was developed both to hide knowledge about their culture and to protect
the group from external dangers.23 Many interviewees identified a culture
of secrecy as the cause of Alevis hiding themselves away, because of their
potentially unacceptable ways of life.

The second perception of Alevis, as relating to the first one, is secret,
which leads Sunnis to be distant from them. Because of the esotericism of
Alevi tradition, their rituals were conducted in secret, which raised Sunnis’
suspicions.24 Many interviewees think that Alevis should talk about them-
selves in certain terms to combat negative stereotypes and rumors. They gen-
erally put forward these rumors as evidence and justification for their
hesitation and the suspicious attitudes they hold towards Alevis. The
closed group structure of Alevism, an element of Alevi social order, is
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associated with these perceptions. The concept of cultural territory is used to
describe Alevi culture about their closed group structure. They do not intend
to teach others about their culture because the transfer of religious and cul-
tural knowledge is only possible face-to-face for people in closed groups.25

One interviewee, a 43-year-old businessman, underlined that a significant
problem is the mutual isolation of each group, stating, ‘If the two groups
were in contact, there would be no problem. They have excluded each
other mutually.’

The other perception related to the dimension of not-known Alevis is her-
editary. The view of Alevism as incompatible with modern life is accepted as
a reason explaining Alevi social order. According to this idea, hierarchical
relations between Alevi group members are incompatible with modern
social order. This view also leads to the idea that Alevis and Alevi social
order cannot be easily understood from outside the group because it is
defined by hereditary patrilineal kinship – the main factor affecting relations
between the two.26 A comment by one interviewee, a 50-year-old male
teacher, that ‘a Sunni man cannot convert into an Alevi man, and, similarly,
an Alevi man cannot become a “dede”27 through his own will alone,’ under-
lines a potential conflict between inherited elements of Alevism and modern
social conventions.

The idea that Alevis who live in cities have to modernize the principles of
Alevism that they inherit is recognized not only by Sunnis but also by Alevis
themselves.28 Various hesitant attitudes towards the Alevis emerge from the
idea of Alevism’s incompatibility to modern social order. For Shankland,
Alevi villages in pre-modern times were closed structures, but they did not
produce tyrannical relations. Instead, their relations were harmonious
because of their social order in which there were delicate relationships
between a dede, their followers, and the wider community.29 However, one
interviewee, a 33-year-old male worker, said, ‘If they did not harm us,
there would be no problem,’ underlining that Sunnis view Alevism as poten-
tially problematic.

As mentioned, this feeling of fear can disappear only when Alevis become
known with close relations. Misunderstanding the social order of Alevis leads
Sunnis to hesitant thoughts about Alevis, which one of the important com-
ponents of Alevi-Sunni relations. It seems that Alevis’ ways of religion are
understood more easily by looking at or participating in their everyday
life. Karakaya-Stump highlights that Alevi texts can hardly be understood
independently of how they are used in practice.30 Therefore, there emerges
a powerful connection between knowing the Alevis with close relations
and understanding their social-cultural order correctly.

The perception of antagonistic is the component of the dimension of ‘not-
acceptable Alevis.’ Antagonism is accepted as a symbol of the Alevi ways of
life in opposition to Sunni ways of life, from the simplest to the most
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complicated things. The central existential component of Alevism is thought
to be opposing the established political and social order, which means they
can be accepted as a potential antagonist. Many interviewees stressed that
all Alevis’ demands emerge from their opposition to the norms and tra-
ditions of Sunni society. One interviewee, a 62-year old female retired gov-
ernment official, said, ‘Cemevi is only one cause; if you accept it, they will
surely just ask for something else.’ Her comments depict Alevis as dishonest
about their motivations or demands, and she instead sees their primary
motivation to be in direct opposition to the order.

Seeing Alevis as opposed to the established social and political order leads
Sunnis to think that Alevis can be described according to their physical traits,
such as brown skin, brown hair, and dyed red hair. One interviewee, a 33-
year-old female academician, said, ‘Alevis are very dark-skinned. Every
one of them, from the oldest to the youngest, arranges their hair in a
specific style. They usually go to Taksim to attend political meetings.’ She
labels Alevis as a particularly antagonistic group who live in regions in Istan-
bul that identified with both Alevi and leftist populations. Some leftist groups
have preferred to settle in specific regions of Istanbul known for their ethnic
and political characteristics and that particularly highlight the political and
cultural borders of ethnic groups, particularly since the 1960s. When
Alevis migrated into modern cities, they preferred to live close, in line
with their rural lifestyles in Anatolian villages. Many interviewees stressed
that Sunnis tend to live in districts far from Alevis due to the ghettos of
Alevis in modern cities. One interviewee, a 30-year-old male politician, said,

The two most important issues for my family are who to marry and where to
live. We had planned to move, but my parents changed their minds because
Alevis were living in the region we had planned to move to.

Sunnis tend to base their perceptions on their mainly positive everyday inter-
actions instead of on rumors when they become personally acquainted with
Alevis. An incomplete understanding of Alevi social order has led Sunnis to
be hesitant about engaging with Alevis. Precisely for this, the perception of
undifferentiated Alevis arises as an outcome of close relations with Alevis
and leads Sunnis to think that Alevis are not different from Sunnis. It
decreases the impact of negative rumors, rehabilitates perceptions, and
increases the strength of relations between the two groups. Many intervie-
wees have referred to the power of close informal relations, indicating that
connections established in informal environments lead to more positive atti-
tudes than those established in formal settings.

When Sunnis are intimately acquainted with Alevis they start to consider
them more positively, describing them as better and cleaner than us, a good
neighbor, an honest merchant, a reliable friend, or as people who pay their
debts on time. One interviewee, a 30-year-old female teacher, said, ‘university
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friendships are so different. You share everything you have; you eat together,’
indicating that her ideas had turned from negative to positive as a result of her
close relations with Alevis. According to the concept of ‘extended intergroup
contact,’ long-term relations create acquaintances which short-term relations
do not.31 One interviewee, a 35-year-old female housekeeper, said, ‘We were
neighbours for nine years. My children saw them as grandparents,’ showing
the positive impact of long-term relations built in informal environments.

Multicultural experiences also inform individuals more about others, ren-
dering their cultural standards relative to and their attitudes towards the out-
group more moderate.32 Many interviewees stressed that their views about
Alevis have changed since they traveled abroad and went on pilgrimage.
They start to view Alevis as part of Islam after seeing a variety of Muslims
coming from different cultures, because imagined contact can also work to
improve inter-group relations in the absence of physical contact. Conversely,
negatively imagined contact acts like negative physical contact and can worsen
relations between groups.33 In this context, while rumors about Alevis nega-
tively influence relations between the two groups, contact of any form tends
to have a positive effect on group relations. Therefore, the perception of
Alevis as undifferentiated from Sunnis derives from those Sunnis who share
close, long-term relations with Alevis in informal environments.

Despite the positive effects of contact, there are sometimes limits to how
close Sunnis and Alevis can become. Many interviewees underlined that old
rumors have transformed into new modern ones, mainly based on political
issues, indicating that some essential motivational factors foster ongoing
problematic relations between the two groups. Negative rumors about
Alevis, based on a variety of images, have been replaced by rumors compris-
ing a variety of political images. For example, people in villages who thought
of Alevis as strangers have moved to modern cities and replaced this image
with the idea of Alevis as antagonistic. In modern cities, when Alevis became
politicized, they started to be perceived as enemies of the existing socio-pol-
itical order. Therefore, ongoing barriers between the two groups do not
simply disappear with contact, which seems related to the socio-political
and religious aspects of Sunni norms. One interviewee, a 46-year-old male
shopkeeper, said, ‘I feel closer to Kurdish people than to Alevis because of
their religious life,’ underlining the importance of Sunni religious norms
as a factor binding the two groups.

Contact between groups can decrease negative attitudes towards group
members, but only under certain optimal conditions, such as with the
support of authorities and institutions, and when the groups have equal
status, shared objectives, and inter-group cooperation.34 The first two con-
ditions, in particular, having the support of authorities or institutions and
having equal status with other groups, seem to be primary factors influencing
relations between the two groups.
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Sunnis’ perceptions, such as ignorant, innocent, victim, or potential Sunni
Muslims, become more moderate when there is an expectation that ‘one day
Alevis will find the right way.’ One interviewee, a 76-year-old male retired
teacher, said, ‘We had a field between Gölbaşı and Besni where there was
also an Alevi village. I used to go where they gathered and had conversations
with them. There were plenty of rumors about them because they were
ignorant.’ Many interviewees who had first-hand experience of talking to
Alevis comment that differences of Alevi culture emerge from ignorance
of them. They tend to perceive them positively mainly because of a lack of
anxiety or of an expectation that they will accept the Sunni way of life.
However, when they think differences of Alevis come not only from their
ignorance, especially when Alevis reject the idea that ‘one day they will
find the right way,’ Alevi differences start to be perceived as heretical.

The perception of Alevis as heretics belongs to Sunnis who attach greater
importance than others to group norms (cultural, religious, or political). One
interviewee, a 68-year-old housewife, said, ‘Not all Alevi people are the same.
Some pray and go on pilgrimages, like us. However, some others are ignorant
or heretical.’ Sunnis want to protect their culture, as can be seen in the com-
ments of one interviewee, a 33-year-old female academician, who said, ‘My
husband is absolutely against my relationship with an Alevi neighbor. He
believes Alevis will make me a sinner.’ The perception that Alevis are heretics
runs through widely shared Sunni rumors, such as ‘you should not eat food
from Alevis,’ or ‘you should not marry an Alevi man.’ The source of these
rumors goes back to the pre-Islamic period when male and female residents
around Dersim (Tunceli) prayed together, an act which was misunderstood
and misinterpreted because this kind of non-segregated prayer is not accep-
table in any interpretation of Sunni Islam. However, negativity is a typical
feature of stabilizing and fostering rumors since people’s interest in them
is more significant than in positive ones. 35 Therefore, rumors and narratives
about Alevis have persisted until the present day and go hand-in-hand with
newer, mostly politics-based narratives, created by the complicated con-
ditions of urban life.

A two-dimensional boundary: not-knowing and not-accepting

The relational perspective underlines how identities are the result of self-
definition and the creation of symbolic boundaries by others. The process
in which individuals differentiate themselves from others through their com-
munity criteria is an internal identification process as well.36 Sunnis’ main
perceptions as components of dimensions of the symbolic boundary
between the two groups detected in this study as ‘not-known Alevis’ and
‘not-accepted Alevis’ are suspicious, secret, hereditary, antagonistic, ignorant,
heretic and undifferentiated. While the first three perceptions are related to
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the dimension of ‘not-known Alevis,’ the other three ones seem to be related
to the dimension of ‘not-accepted Alevis.’ While the perception of undiffer-
entiated Alevis arises when there are close relations, other main factors
which might stimulate it have not been detected in the scope of this study.

Contact theorists demonstrate that close relations, such as long-term
friendships, have a particularly positive impact on group relations.37 Many
interviewees who have close relations with Alevis do not believe the
rumors, create positive perceptions, and try to build relations with Alevis
based on their daily life experiences. While there is a linear relationship
between contact and sympathy in some cases, meaning that contact can
have a positive effect on sympathy between groups, there are also non-line-
arly related elements which impact relations. It is essential to understand the
conditions under which certain kinds of non-linear relations emerge, and
where the effective bonds between groups that see each other as strangers
evolve negatively or positively.38 The theory of contact hypothesis in social
psychology asserts that positive feelings among members of a population
are created by repeated cooperation, even among heterogeneous groups of
people.

Moreover, social psychological findings on group behavior show that
cooperative actions among members of the population may create an intrin-
sic commitment to others. Ideologies influence group relations, according to
which highly socially oriented individuals want the group to which they
belong to dominate other hierarchically ranked groups. Hierarchical distinc-
tions constructed in a normative realm lead members of both groups to dis-
criminate against each other, in which mutual religious, cultural, and
political norms are positioned in conflict. Many interviewees who inter-
preted group norms (religious or political) as flexible saw no crucial
factors separating Alevis and Sunnis in Turkey. They stressed that the two
groups ultimately share a collective historical and national identity, saying
‘Above all else, Alevis love the flag,’ and ‘My Sunnism does not separate
me from Alevis.’ This approach is compatible with the idea that Alevism
as an eternal social category, featuring a constant opposition to the state,
is a myth.39

Many interviewees who think of Alevis as undifferentiated from them-
selves interpret Sunni rituals and practices as flexible. In this case, the mean-
ings given to the differences between Sunni Islam and Alevism change
depending on how flexible group norms are understood. Conversely, when
Sunnis see Alevis to have the potential to degenerate Sunni norms, they
label Alevis as heretics. They tend to ignore a variety of interpretations in
Alevi and Sunni traditions, which leads them to accept the duality of hetero-
doxy and orthodoxy and the idea that Alevis can be more or less heretical
depending on the factor that they are more or less different from Sunnis.
Individuals with a high level of social domination side with the existing
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hierarchy and want their group to dominate out-groups. Therefore, the hier-
archical relationship of the two groups leads group members to be motivated
to act against the other.

The most important contribution of this study is ‘a concept of two-dimen-
sional boundary,’ which conceptualizes Sunnis’ perceptions of Alevis accord-
ing to which group members are influenced by motivations stemming from
the constructed normative realm. Relations between Alevis and Sunnis in
Turkey feed into the complex dynamics of Turkish identity politics40,
where religious, ethnic, nationalistic, and class-based concerns conflict.41

The findings of this research support the idea that these complex dynamics
shape, feed, and reproduce established boundaries between the two groups.
The conclusions of this study are compatible with the idea that contempor-
ary anti-Alevi attitudes are based on two foundations. First, Alevi religious
tradition is seen to be incompatible with the beliefs and practices of Sunni
Islam. The second foundation is false rumors about Alevi culture.42 Sunnis
are thus motivated to protect their norms against others who they identify
as inferior or heretical. The hierarchical relations between the two groups,
depending on all complicated social-political factors, are the main stimu-
lator, which creates the concept of the two-dimensional boundary, compris-
ing the dimensions of not knowing and not accepting.

Conclusion

Studies of symbolic boundaries are crucial to understanding the process by
which members of groups engage in the exclusion of the ‘other’ from their
group, according to criteria they find meaningful. Othering is a process by
which also claims about respectability are made. Groups are categorized as
respectable because of a constructional/relational process in which some
groups are identified as inferior. The other’s inferior position mainly
coming from ethnicity, social class, gender, or religion gives clues about
how respectable people should be or how they should not be. In this relational
process, the other as living within us and carrying moral references is less
respectable and stigmatized. The theoretical potential of the concept of sym-
bolic boundary, which reveals dynamics of intergroup relations, is one of
the motivations of this study. A field-based approach was used to inquire criti-
cal assumptions presented in the literature about Alevi-Sunni relations, going
beyond secondary sources and instead focusing on discourses of Sunnis. The
two-dimensional symbolic boundary concept presented in this study concep-
tualizes Sunni perceptions of Alevis and gives important clues about continu-
ing boundaries between the two groups. This model shows that the normative
realm of Sunnism, which is hierarchically superior because of its socio-political
superiority in the Turkish state, influences Sunnis’ perceptions of Alevis. A
potential future study may choose to analyze the social, religious, and political
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contents of these boundaries in detail. In this way, the implicit assumptions
about Alevi-Sunni relations will be both questioned and could pave the way
for policies leading to the improvement of intergroup relations and the recon-
ciliation process in various forms.

Notes

1. The first issue of the journal Cem, published in 1966, carried out research on
Alevi culture and belief.

2. Hogg and Abrams, “Intergroup Relations,” 118.
3. Assmann and Czaplicka, “Collective Memory,” 125.
4. Bail, “The Configuration of Symbolic Boundaries,” 38.
5. Tajfel and Turner, “An Integrative Theory,” 35.
6. Lamont and Molnar, “The Study of Boundaries,” 186.
7. Bail, “The Configuration of Symbolic Boundaries,” 39.
8. Tajfel and Turner, “The Social Indentity Theory,” 16–17.
9. Yıldırım, Aleviliğin Doğuşu, 25.
10. Ibid., 360.
11. Çamuroğlu, Değişen Koşullarda Alevilik, 8.
12. Shankland, “Maps and the Alevis,” 238.
13. Ibid., 228.
14. Raudvere, “Kentin Bugünü,” 257.
15. The Sıraç Alevis, whose origins are based on Central Asia, are Turkmen Alevis.

There are Sıraç villages with their closed social life in some parts of Central
Anatolia. Sıraç Alevis’ clothing is traditional Turkish clothing of Central
Asian origin, but the community is heavily dependent on Shiite traditions.

16. Yuruk are Turks who originated from Central Asia.
17. Çamuroğlu, “Türkiye’de Alevi Uyanışı,” 99.
18. Çakır, “Politik Alevilik,” 81.
19. Karolewski, “What is Heterodox,” 450.
20. Van Bruinessen, “Kurds, Turks and the Alevi,” 10.
21. The Alevi Declaration released in Hamburg in 1989 was the first formal

expression of Alevi demands. One of the articles of this declaration is directly
concerned with the subject of this study, as it states that ‘Sunnis must change
their opinions about Alevis.’ With this declaration, Alevis have formulated
their demands as ‘The Right to Equal Citizenship.’ A potential future study
may choose to analyze the social, religious, and political contents of these
boundaries in detail. In this way, the implicit assumptions about Alevi-
Sunni relations will be both questioned and could pave the way for policies
leading to the improvement of intergroup relations and impact the reconcilia-
tion process in various forms. In 2008, many Alevi leaders gathered and refor-
mulated the Alevi demands as ‘The Right to Equal Citizenship without
Discrimination.’ The most recent version of their demands was formulated
in 2014 in Tunceli. Alevi Dedes submitted their twelve-item demands to
Prime Minister Davutoglu. The first item is again related to Alevi relations
and the desire that Alevis should not be marginalized. See http://www.
haberturk.com/gundem/haber/1012598-alevilerden-basbakana-12-maddelik-
talep-listesi.

22. Alevis’ place of worship.
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23. Yaman, Alevilik ve Kızılbaşlık, 32.
24. Karolewski, “What is Heterodox,” 443.
25. Yıldırım, Aleviliğin Doğuşu, 64.
26. Shankland, “Maps and the Alevis,” 230.
27. A dede is the second most important person in the Alevi community after the

efendi. They are accepted as essential for the wellbeing of the community and
their religious practices. The interconnection between the dede and a commu-
nity’s religious ceremonies is the backbone of Alevi social order. See Shank-
land, The Alevis, 32.

28. Bozkurt, “Aleviliğin Yeniden Yapılanma,” 105.
29. Shankland, The Alevis, 46.
30. Karakaya-Stemp, “Documents.”
31. Dixon, “The Ties,” 2197.
32. Fowers and Richardson, “Why is Multiculturalism Good,” 610.
33. Stathi and Crisp, “Imagining Intergroup Contact,” 948.
34. Pettingrew, “Intergroup Contact Theory,” 70.
35. Karolewski, “What is Heterodox,” 448.
36. Lamont and Molnar, “The Study of Boundaries,” 175.
37. Pettingrew and Tropp, “Intergroup Contact Reduce,” 930.
38. Karakayalı, “Alevi Dede,” 131.
39. Bozarslan, “Alevism and the Myths,” 235.
40. Many scholars of Turkish modernization assert that the project of creating a

homogeneous Turkish identity denied the existence of ethnic, religious, and
cultural heterogeneity in Turkey. They claim that the linkage between
Turkish national identity and Islam survived not only in the foundation
period but also in the post-1980 period of the Republic. According to this
idea, Islam and Turkishness are accepted as parts of an inseparable whole
and form the elements of a harmonious entity since the Turks converted to
Islam. Therefore, (Sunni) Islam is considered as one of the cornerstones of
Turkish national identity. See Zürcher, A Modern History, 303, and Ahmad,
Politics and Islam, 3–21.

41. Dressler, Türk Aleviliğinin İnşası, 11.
42. Karolewski, “What is Heterodox,” 444.
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